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Student Council Loses $3,200
By GARY TAPHORN
Student Government Social
Chairman Dave Kihm and
Treasurer
Denny
Eckart
expressed disappointed reactions
concerning Xavier's 1971 Spring
Weekend.
Eckart, who handled most of
the finances for the week~nd's
activitie~. reported a $3300 loss on
Saturday night's John HookerCanned Heat concert. Kihm,
meanwhile, noted that spring
weekend "just isn't making it",
and foresaw possible changes for
the same event in future years.
In the midst of poor ticket sales
Student Government· announced
a · reduction . in concert ticket
prices from $4 to $2 last Friday.
Eckart defended the action as
necessary to draw a crowd of any
respectable size and to maximize
revenue.
The reduction was evidently
worthwhile, as some 1400 tickets
were sold at the new price,
compared with "the 200 sold at the
higher price during most of the
week. As a result, student
government took in receipts
totalling approximately $3200 as
against concert expenditures of
$6500.

Eckart mentioned that the
student government took out a
$4000 loan from the university to
finance Spring Weekend. ·The
loan is payable October 1, 1971,
but at least half of it should be
paid before the end of the current
school year, according to Eckart.
Finally, Eckart commented
that the student government
budget is currently about $600 in
the black. However, when several
minor expenditures are attended
to, the budget should nearly break
even for the 1970-71 school year.
Dave Kihm noted that spring
weekends in recent years at
Xavier have "flopped" and
caused the Social Committee
many headaches. He listed
several factors which contributed
to tlie poor attendance at Spring
Weekend events. It being very
close to the end qf the year, "most
students find themselves with not
much money to spend and many
have just returned from Florida,"
saidKihm.
Secondly, he noted that
Cincinnati has been hit by a great
number of concerts this spring,
and that most groups have lost
much of their drawing power
because of this.
Kihm · summarized his job as
similar to a potential investor on

Drug Co.rn111.iJtee
Schedules Events ,

Wall Street. "Trying to obtain
good performers for good rates is
like trying to play ·the stock
market," he said.
His committee has been faced
all year with the problem of
whether to book new groups for
relatively low rates or established
groups at much higher prices. He
cited Xavier's booking of the
Guess Who as a primary example.
Kihm noted that the use of
Schmidt Fieldhouse allows
student government to gross only
about $20,000 on a big name
concert before a full house. Yet
expenditures would normally run
around $17,000, leaving student
government a maximum profit of
$3,000, if, and only if, every seat is
sold.
Kihm said there was a
favorable reaction to the free
concert behind Brockman Hall
last Friday afternoon. More such
events are likely to be schedules .
in the future.
FINE MORATORIUM
The library will accept the
retum of all overdue books
without penalty during the
period April 19 to May 5.
This is an opportunity to
clear your library accounts. It
is -four years since the last fine
holiday. Fines will be charged
again after May 6.
Sunday Hours
May 2, 9, 16, 23
1 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Ralph Nader and OPIAG
by JOHN BLANCHARD
"Where can I go? What can I
do?" These are the questions
which, according to Ralph Nader,
are being asked by increasing
numbers of Americans today.
As a step toward answering
them, he offered the new Ohio
Public Interest Action Group
(OPIAG), in his speech delivered
on April 23 in the University
Theater.
Nader said the country is
presently gripped by special
interest groups - professional
lobbyists who are able to combine
the economic resources of
industry with skilled personnel to
preduce maximum pressure on
politicians and government
officials. Industry gains - all too
often, at the expense of the public.
The unfortunate effects of
lobbying can be seen all a·
round us: for example, the
federal government's over·
looking major environmental
polluters and the lack of en·
forcement of health and safety
codes.
Government, Nader charges,
baa not sufficiently protected
the. interests
of .the
consumer.
. -.
.
OPIAG "will be ·a finn of
professionals
lawyers,
scientists, and community
organizers working on a full time
basis to make the state of Ohio a
'

~

'

written another (The Marijuana
Smokers, 1970). Dr. Goode comes
The Committee on Campus highly recommended by Dr.
Drug Education announced some Helen Nowlis, one of the pioneer
of the events for this year's drug. psychologists in the field of drug
education
program.
use.
by GARY REED
First, it should be noted that
The
second
"layer"
of
the
drugA vast throng of people - probably well over the
there are three "layers" to the
program: major - speeches and education program consists of 175,000 estimate of the Washington Police department
panel discussions, movies, and movies on drugs and drug use. -. thronged the .Capitol Saturday to demand that U.S.
The committee has tried very
informal talks.
hard to find balanced movies, involvement in the Indochina War end immediately.
. Three major speeches/panel movies that would not insult a
The demonstration, sponsored
Undoubtedly, the beautiful
discussions are planned: "The college-age audience with antiPsychology of Drug Use," "The drug or pro·drug propaganda. by the National Peace Action spring weather added to the spirit
Legal Aspects of Drug Possession - Thus far, two movies definitely Coalition, was the seventh mass and size of the crowd. The
and Use in the State of Ohio," have been scheduled: "The People antiwar rally in Washington temperature in D.C. climbed to an
official high of 74°, and would
and "The Sociology of Marijuana Next Door," April 29, and "Drugs since November, 1965.
Use."
and the Nervous System," May . However, even the most have gone much higher except for
Discussing "The Psychology of 14. An attempt is also being made seasoned observers claim that 20 to 45 mile per hour winds. The
Drug Use" will be a panel of to schedule "Mind Benders," this demonstration was sky was a bright, deep blue.
psychologists and psychiatrists, "What's a Nice Kid like You ... ?", somehow different than all During the early morning hours,
the only reminder that this was
including Dr. David Bowman of and a debate between Leary and a the restnot
going to be another
Emerson North Hospital and Dr. Harvard psychologist on the LSD
• maybe because this was the
David Hellkamp of Xavier culture. Each of these movies will first demonstration to be held at Woodstock, or simply just a very
University and Longwood State be shown at least twice, so that as the Capitol. Most demonstrations large picnic, was the ever present ·
are held at the Ellipse, or the Washington Metropolitan Police
Hospital. This panel discussion many as possible can see them.
force.
Washington
Monument.
will take place sometime between
The third "layer" consists of
May 2 and May 15.
informal talks, featuring usually
• maybe
because
this
Discussing "The Legal Aspects local persons who have had some demonstration. was the largest
Opinion
of Drug Possession and Use in the edperience with drugs and drug yet, or because it had the most
State of Ohio" again will be a use. At least two such talks are diverse support, including
The police were generally quite
panel. The composition of this planned, one with a member of endorsements from 10 senators friendly and courteous; indeed, it
group tentatively includes an Alcoholics Anonymous and and at least 29 representatives.
is much to their credit that the
ACLU lawyer, a local narcotics another with a former drug
• maybe because there was so demonstration remained as cool
agent, and a prosecuting "addict."
little tension, because the anger as it did. But the police could be
attorney. This panel is also
An attempt will be made to was
softened
The quite forceful. This reporter saw
scheduled for sometime between have small discussion-groups demonstrators were on the whole an early morning arrest in an
May 2 and May 15.
form after each presentation, 80 far more radical in' their demands area removed from the area of the
Speaking on "The Sociology of that all the members of the than even a year ago an". they demonstration. The arrested man
Marijuana Use" on May 17 will audience may gain a sympathetic enunciated their demands·. more fought violently against the two
be Dr. Erich Goode, Associate understanding of how the other clearly than before, seemingly officers who held him. His rjght
Professor of Sociology at the members of the audience viewed taking them more seriously.
hand, which was handcuffed, was
State University of New York at the particular speech, panel, or
And yet, ironically, few of the covered with blood.
Stony Brook. Dr. Goode, who movie. In this way, each member demonstrators seemed to have
A
Washington
news
graduated from Oberlin CoJJege of the audience will be able to little hope that the demonstration commentator pretty well summed
in 1960, received his Ph.D. in aaaume a more responsible . it.elf could overtly accompliah up the aituation when h• said that
sociology
from
Columbia · attitude toward drugs and drug more than reminding President there were probably a many
University in 1966. He ha uae. And only in this way will the Nixon that· the antiwar clout haa philosophies aa there were
: written numerous articles, edited drug-education program have not gone away - anymore than sleeping baga, but these concerns
one book (Marijuana, 1969), and had anr &Ucce88,
ha& the war it.elf,
seemed to preoccupy the
·by TOM GUSH

better place to live .... By using
these full-time skilled OPIAG
professionals, the people of Ohio
will be able to challenge these
uncaring government and
industrial groups on an evenly
matched basis.
If OPAIG is to become a reality,
money is needed. Nader has set a
goal of $1 million to be raised in
Ohio through "small donations
from large numbers of people."
He appealed to students either to
contribut:e, or to help solicit funds
for the program.
Nader concluded his s)>eech
by addressing himself to the
despair and discouragement
of students in the past five
years over the apparent
futility of student power. He
pointed to the political and
social advances which have
been realized in that time, and
asserted that these would not
have taken place except
through the support of
students. Though
these
changes.· have been slow and
only partial, they have been
not lees real.
Those
desiring
further
information concerning the
Nader project may write to:
OPIAG
P.O. Box 184
West Carrollton, Ohio
45449

200.,000 Throng Washington, D.C.
discussions this reporter heard:
(1.) Demonstrators were wowed
as nearly everyone in
Washington seemed to be - by
the size of the throng.
Many who marched down
Pennsylvania and Constitution
·Avenues from the Ellipse toward
the Capitol Building never made
it because there simply was not
enough room.
The line for the· march began
forming around 11:00 a.m., and
took nearly two hours to get
underway, in spite of the fact that
perhaps half of the demonstrators
did not join the march - either
making their own way to the
Capitol or watching from the
Washing Monument grounds.
(2.) That President Nixon know
that the demonstratores wanted
an immediate end to the war and
were holding him responsible.
(3.) Many were concerned
about the economics of the war.
Signs spoke of unemployment,
inflation, war costs.
Oddly enough, in the round-theclock conversation of the crowd,
which was, if anything, ·a
talkative one - the one item
which did not figure largely was
the outcome of the demonstration
on U.S. policy. Few seemed to
hold such high hopes as past
demonstrators. Most were,
however, int:erested in the effect
of the demonstration on the
participants themaelves.
For many, it would seem, war·
resistance baa become a way of
life.
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SONA IA 1400
ALSO 150 TO 1975

APOLLO t750 TO 10,000

JUOO t300
WEOOING RING 150

Say "I love you" in a special way ... with a
Keepsake diamond ring.. Perfect quality, trade-in
value and protection against loss. There simply is no
more special gift than a Keepsake.

Kee~sa.ke®
REGISTERED

DIAMOND

RINGS

STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
•'Coe•·Co11·· •nd ··coke." are reg1a1e;ed lr•d•·matkl whic'1 id•nt1fy lhe same P'oducl ol The Coc1·Col1 Comp1ny.

f?ottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by;

ZeffS

"The Coca·Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati".

EUROPE

$235
ROUND TRIP JET FARE
CINTl-LONDON-CINTI
June 20th-August 20th

DUSTIN°"'; ·· ·
HO ff~
.. llTilf

750 SWIFTON SHOPPING CENTER, CINCINNATI, OHIO
731-1800
712 MADISON AVENUE, COVINGTON, KENTUCKY
261-7694 '

COLUMBUS-LONDONCOLUMBUS

816~"

8TH AND MONMOUTH, NEWPORT, KENTUCKY
261·4183

June 22nd-July 30th
call
825-3992 or 541-4607

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ON ALL MERCHANDISE FOR ALL
XAVIER STUDENTS AND FACULTY MEMBERS

Other Flights Available

'A NEW LEAF'
is so nutty,
end so funny.
-Vincent Canby,\
N.Y. Times

c
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ACADEMY AWARD
WINNER
BEST ACTRESS
GLENDA JACKSON

•H. LAWRENCE'S

"WOMEN

~
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7fl RACE STREET
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WIES MATINEES ••• Man. tlru Fri.
111111 5. pm: $100 (except llolldlJsl

Some
research
''experts"
say you can't
taste the
difference
between
beers...
blindfolded..·

WHEN YOU SAY

Budweiset

YOU'VE SAID IT All I
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.

Dick Gregory

will speak

Monday, May 3rd, in the Fieldhouse.

•
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·0p1n1on.-----------Rock Moran
.!'Show me one place where _people really
love one another and I'll never harm
another.human being as long as I live."
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WORLD
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NOW.
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c1nemasliJ5
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Downtown •t l& E. 1th 51 • Phon• 241•119S

Noted Philosopher Visits XU
The university community was progression isolated from a larger
honored with the three day visit pattern of values, will be cause for
of Dr. Bertocci following the dimishing satisfaction between
two people. Individuals involved
Easter break.
The annual Thomasfest was in such a relation will find it m~re
delayed several weeks in order difficult to gain satisfaction.
that Dr. Bertocci could make the They will search for increased
principal address. Dr. Bertocci pleasure, despite perhaps their
gave several lectures and then, at resolve to stop at a particular
his request, conducted informal point. Sex will become more and
discussions answering questions more self-centered and selfand clarifying positions he indulgent, no longer looking for
established in the talks. He also growth in value.
met privately with some of the
In light of these considerations,
students.
Bertocci puts his case against preAlthough his afternoon session marital intercourse. It does not
on Monday was sparsely. have the creative value of the
attended, there was a standing marriage. To those experiencing
room only crowd at the talk that sex, truly creative and profound
evening. His remarks centered love, even that which at times is
around sex and love, topics found outside marriage, must still
critical in anyone's life, let alone look to the marriage and home in
order to retain its creativity.
that of the college student.
Elaborating on hie pattern of
Bertocci grounded his opening
remarks on the notion of one's values, Bertocci used the term
search for meaning in his life. "symphony". A symphony of
Succinctly stated, 'we are all values possesses a central theme.
And just as in an orchestral
condemned to meaning.
symphony, living through the
Viewed in this manner, the love symphony of values is · both
relationship must be maintained exhaustive and· recreative. Still
in one's world. There must be a the symphony of values does not
certain commoness of goals and limit the growth of personality.
values between the two people.
One's life can never become
Two worlds of love are
impossible, and thus Bertocci static in regard to those values.
would discount a relation that The ultimate aim of the person is
was limited only to the sexual not necessarily peace, but rather
a harmony of values which
aspect.
forments a creative tension in the
Bertocci would ask whether the person.
sexual emotion, dissipated in
Bertocci later made the
isolation, would not evole into a
distinction
between
sex,
self-seeking command for its own
sexuality, eras, and agape. Sex
fulfillment. Bertocci is not at all
denying the value and quality of and sexuality are limited to the
sexual experience. But if the biological and psychological
sexual
relation
is
not facts of the love experience.
as
Bertocci
However,
complemented by other values in
emphasized, fact cannot be
a love relation, social, economic,
divorced from value. Sex and
spiritual, the sexual aspect will
. sexuality cannot be separated
lose its value.
In Bertocci's words, the sexual from the . larger patterns

encompassed by eras and agape..
For it is in these last wo that the
meaning for sex and sexuality are
found.
Bertocci spoke of the important
transition in a mature man's life
from that of wanting to be loved
. to wanting to love; "I love you
because I need you; I love you,
therefore I need you." This
emphasis plays down the
quantity of sexual experience and
rather looks toward its quality.
Unfortunately, Bertocci did not
have enough time to elaborate on
the concepts of eros and agape.
· What he did say though touched
on how God fit in the love relation.
He lamented the lack of an
adequate theology of marriage in
our culture. His latest book
Person God Is explores this topic
more deeply.
Dr. Bertocci has been called the
most ~presentive American
persoitlist and a leading psychoethician· of our day. Philosphical
distinctions and clarifications are
no doubt very important. Bertocci
possessed the credentials and ·
scholarship to engage in such
sophisticated repartee.
His three days at Xavier
brought an appeal to people far
beyond such discuseion. The
principles elaborated and the
example of his own life are there
for us all to examine and evaluate.
His guidelines are much more
than topics for philosphical
discussion. They can be
integrated in each of us as aids in
attaining a truly meaningful
existence.
Dr. Bertocci's enthusiasm and
optimism in his own life are
lessons for us all. "The world is
too good not to have faith in it,"
and Bertocci'.s words are too
critical in our lives to be
disregarded.

*****************
OPEN SAT. & SUN.

Our Last· Season!
OPEN SAT. & SUN. ONLY,
APR. 24-MAY 16
OPEN DAILY BEG. MAY 22

I

PAY
ONE

PllCI
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Sot. & Sun. of Preview Weekend•
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Hich School Band F11tiv11, Sat. I Sun.
DINE 11 the VELVET PALACE • ••
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Interview

GARYllEED'S FINAL STATEMENTS
Editor's no.te. Gary Reed
expressed his opinions on his
year as Editor-In-Chief of the
Xavier News in an interview
with a News reporter. The text of
the interview follows.
Could you provide a little
background information on
your term as editor?
We began · - officially - as
editor-in-chief on May 4 last year.
The fact that that was the day of
the four killings at Kent State
was one hell of a brutal thing to
face. I am convinced that Kent
State was the most important
event of my year as editor - so
far as students are concerned.
I think that since Kent State
our way of looking at things has
changed considerably, but I am
not sure whether for better or
worse. At any rate, I think Kent
State and Jackson State have a
lot to tell us about why students
have been so pessimistic and even
cynical this year.
.
Hasn't the News been charac·
terized by some this year as
cynical?
Undoubtedly. In fact, I whould
say that the most telling charge
levelled against the paper this
year has been the repeated one
that we are cynical, or that we
exude a negative attitude, and
that therefore,
we
have
contributed to the university's
problems rather than alleviated
them.
Our critics say that by giving in
to the oppressive abnosphere of
the campus, we discouraged vital
student participation, and by
damaging the school's image, we
ultimately discouraged alumni
donations. That too would have
its rather obvious ill effects for
the school.
How would you answer this
charge?
There are a.number of things I
could say.
Actually, we first · began
hearing this complaint about the
time of Mark Thiron's "Letter
.from a Client" campaign, which
culminated in his dramatic
"Student State of the University
Address" last December. So to a
certain extent, I think the
complaint is really as much a
reaction to what we.reported as to
how we reported it.
Mark Thiron~s declarations
were never advocated by the
News, but in spite of the fact that
the News was makiiig its own
stands on what were essentially
the same issues - editorial
stands which were frequently at
odds with Mark's positions, - we
were frequently lumped together
with him and his compatriots by
those who criticed us of being
cyncical.
'
.
As a matter of fact, those '
faculty members and Jesuit
administrators wh<f :accuesed us
of exhibiting a negative approach
commonly cited, M.ar~'s . letters
'and speeches as__evidence.
The New.s had responsibillty.
to report the critical as well as the
friendly, and we did so without
grudging. We are not going to
complain or beg off now.
Still it is interesting to note
what Mark said during his speech
in December: "Our (student)
opinions are not what count. At
this university, students are
niggers."

a.

Has anyone asked you how
you justified printing that con, troversial series on drug use
on campus?
Yes, naturally. It is the second
most frequent question I'm asked.

The most frequent is, "Is the job
worth it - being editor.?:"
The drug question is actually
easier to answer. Privately we
had asked, and asked, and aaked
for a strong drug education
program, but the answer we
usually got was something like, 'if
we do that it might get out to the
press or parents and it would look
like we have a drug problem. It
would h.urt the image of the
school.'
We felt the image of the school
was not so precious aa one
individual killed by an overdose
or one more drug arrest. I would
do the same again.
Incidentally, I suspect that the
campus life report will bear out
our findings.
The jarring difference between
his opinions and ours went
unnoticed. Seen in the context of
the national situation, the
criticism resembles the Agnew
rhetoric which blames the
communications media for the
events which they communicate,
more or less independent of how
they are communicated.
What about the complaint that
the News was not objective?
That's the traditional beef, of
course. We were not perfect, but
we were far superior to last year. I
can say that because I was an
editor last year as well.
This unobjective bit ties in with
what I was saying about Agnew.
When one of my legmen was able
to buy hash in the University
Center, and I reported it, everyone
yelled that the News was
unobjective. But when we ran the
spoof issue with only good news
on the front page, most of the
response was very positive. The
fact is, nobody likes bad news.
Especially now, we are all a little
bit . fed up with criticism.
However, that is one of the
important roles of a collegiate
paper, we tried to keep up the
good fight.
Did
you
receive
any
.complaints from the alumni
and from parents?

the mallarchy. Others develop,
you might say, a 'negative
attitude.
In a word, the university is
engaged in the wrong argument:
The ·present myth has . been,
today's students are different
(although some disagree even
with this), and the debate haa
centered on the moot point: "Will
the old techniques still work,
right or wrong?" The fact is, they
never worked.
When loyalty to Xavier means
preserving the university's
Image, and the Image means
preserving the status quo - a
school which annually graduated
a couple hundred barely literate
super-patriots.
As a soon to be graduated
student, what do you see as .
the
purpose
of . the
university's Image?
Distinguished
Alumnus
Charles speaks of maintaining an
image "conducive to giving."
That is one part of the Image's
function - bringing in money to
salary the administrators who
maintain it.
The other function of the Image
is exactly the same as any form .of
propaganda. Although broadcast
outside, it is chiefly aimed at the
students on the inside. There is a
constant attempt to make news
about the university to conform to
the
administration-alumni
establishment's view precisely so
that the present students will
behave accordingly. That is what
loyalty is all about. Most
-·-·

Yes, these complaints are sent
to the president of the university
or the faculty advisor and not to
the editors. Typically, they are
unsigned or from an anonymous
alumnus and are ungrammatical;
illogical, and frequently a little
sick. If they are anything like a
representative sample of "The
Xavier Graduate," then the "The
Xavier Graduate" is a pompous,
moralistic,
back-stabbing
nuerotic. He's illiterate and ·
unintelligent. Fortunately; ; this, .. -."
Norwood-Man is representative 'of :
only part of Xavier's history ....,.
past and present. c·onformist-.
minded as most Xavier students
•sometimes seem, still they resist: ~ .
'all the university's efforts to -~ol'.~f.. : : ·
·
·'them into a single form. There is·
no"TheXavierGraduate."
· H is in this light that Mark
Thiron's speeches and the other
"negative" events of this year.
.must be seen. Mark pointed out
that the food-riot in the Cafeteria
and the near riot in Husman Hall
were undeniable signs that
something at Xavier was amiss.
It has become a cliche to say
that students are different today,
that they are more idealistic, and
so on. In return for this palliative
praise what is required in our
assent to the system. We are
given speeches full of ideals and
·documents and letters and
· senates and other supercommittees. But substantitive
results? No chance.
Some students give in to the
system, they say .. yes and eat up

---

.

administrators hardly realize chief lesson . the University Life
themselves that this is what is Study report can teach is that
happening. But the formula is academically Xavier is stit1ing,
clear: Every Xavier man is but this may be the section that is
expected, if need be, to preiently being edited out of the
intellectually castrate himself .in Psych Services Team's final
order to conform to the mold, to report. To protect the Image.
the Image. That is what the
catalogue does not explicitly say How wa•
News affected by
about "The Xavier Graduate."
national i11ue1?
Although at present, and for
We had decided not to report
this I congratulate the university, national . events since we
there is no censorship. The envisioned ourselves as a campus
Yearbook and the Players are the paper. National events that
exception, not the rule. We afe directly affected Xavier students
usually far more subtle.
were sometimes included in the
As a product of a liberal News ..
education, what do you think . My term as editor has as its
of the required curriculum?
boundaries two significant
I think if I were to continue to events:
I
entered
my
be editor I would see what could responsibilities as editor as last
be done to change the name of May's Nixon-ordered invasion
this abomination. Rather than was entering Cambodia; I and my
"required-curriculum," we should staff were withdrawing from our
be speaking of "subsidized· positions with the News just as
departments" or "poor teaching another Nixon-ordered invasion
bonuses," instad of "a lack of was withdrawing from Laos.
student interest," perhaps
"reactive stupidity" is closer to . As my· Managing Editor, Paul
the truth.
McLaughlin, said, "At least with
There is nothing liberating in Nixon our critics can't say we are
the subsidized core. Teachers are cynical. We just do not want the
required to teach courses which present situation one day longer
do not interest either themselves than absolutely necessary. We,
or their students. Students are too, have been seeking out the
frequently required to register for enemy in his sanctuaries in order
the faculty's worst specimens. All to reduce casualties, not increase
the cliche's to the contrary, it is them. This search and plan of
the economic bulwark of private action can be seen back in the
interests - everybody's pricate first semester (December 9, 1970)
when we referred to ROTC as a
interests but the students overlaid with a thin covering of product dangerous to a person's
educational gobbledy-gook. The health and well being."

..

·· ·
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.
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THE RED LION BREWING COMPANY • CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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PART TIME JOBS
'3

ro ,, 'SHIFT
.

"'

Work Any Two Evenings
Plus Saturday Day Shift
$75 per week Salary
APPLY IN PERSON
1802 Kroger Bldg.
3:00 P.M. Weekdays

Give Her The Ring
She Really Wants.
You know she'd really rather have
a -ring from Newstedt-Loring Andrews .
and when you check our prices you'll
find them well within your budget.
Of course, we offer divided payments
with no finance charges.'
The set shown is $225.
Engagement ring only, $200.

NEWSTEDT

-----v-

LORING ANDREWS
4th St. Downtou•n • Hyde Parle Square

by MOCE MADGE$.
Dr. Roger Fortin, Associate
Professor of History, has recently ; ;':~: ·.· ·
been accepted into the Danforth ,.,
Associate
Program.
This
program was created by the
Danforth
Association,
a
philanthropic organization, and
is given to a restricted number of
professors and their wives. The
purpose of this program is to
promote better education on
college campuses by assisting
these
professors
through
educational
projects · and
financial aid.
He and his wife will attend the
program's national convention at
Athens, Georgia this· August. He
is also expecting to attend ·many
regional conventions which will
discuss topics ranging from
Dr. Roger Fortin·
photosraph by MIKE WARD
disciplinary . subjects
to project at Xavier which he Association · is another unique
·university administration.
aspect ·mentioned by Dr.
encouragesandpromotes.
His acceptance into this
Dr. Fortin is the second Gendreau. This feature was
program is not only an honor for member of the Xavier faculty initiated to introduce the couple
himself and the university but to be so honored. Dr. Bernard to the students. Gendreau stated
also one that contains many Gendreau, Professor of that a Wife's understanding of
financial possibilities.
'
Philosophy, was received into college life and college problems
1988. is usually. different from the
The financial rewards the program in
include a stipend which Dr. Gendreau was the first professional man's view and
Fortin will receive for the Catholic professor in Ohio to offers another insight.
next wo years. This allocation ·be accepted by the Danforth
He
also
stressed
the
will be used for materials that Association.
·
signiftcance of the regional
he wishes to purchase or for
meetings as an opportunity to
projects that he wishes to
The value of the Danforth inform and to be informed about ·
initiate. He plans to spend a Association. for Dr. Gendreau is the college situation in Ohio. He
considerable amount of the its ·attempt to personalize stated that these meetings help
stipend on books and university education and develop him to develop and articulate "a
materials
treating
the a closer relationship between feeling of what we have here at
educational situation that students and faculty. He has tried Xavier."
exists today on America's to fulfill these aims by using his
Dr. Gendreau nominated Dr.
campuses.
personal stipends to sponsor Fortin as a candidate for the
He will also be eligible to apply faculty-student discussions in his Danforth Association. Dr. Fortin
annually for a financial sum own home.
and his wife will begin their
. ranging between five hundred
The co-equal membership of the membership in this program on
and one thousand dollars for any husband and wife in the September 1st of this year.

,

PONY EXPRESS DELIVERY TO
ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES

MINIMUM

•HOMEMADE
SOUP
*DINNERS
Beef Burgundy
Caribbean Shrimp
Rib Eye Steak

Spaghetti
Lasagna

Salad and Herb Bread Included

ORDER
PLEASE.

•·SANDWICHES
Mini Club ·
Ham
Grilled Steak
Meat Ball
Fillet of Sole
Sausage
Submarine
Zinover
French Fried Potatoes

•PIZZA
Pepperoni, Sausage,
Olive, Shrimp, Anchovy,
Bacon, Onion, Green
Pepper, Mushrooms, Zin9's
Oelux ..

ZINO'S NORWOOD
4222 Montgomery

731-8200
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-· Ed~torial Opinion

Comm·ittee Self-Evaluation
The last month of the school year presents
the proper atmosphere to make a selfevaluation for the past year.
Throughout the year many committees on
campus have deliberated over numerous
courses of action and recommendations
which are of vital concern to the university.
Since most committees will meet only once
more, if at all, for the remainder of the school
year, the time has come for the committees
themselves to look back and examine what
they have accomplished.
·
But first we urge a concerted effort of the
committees to complete any unfinished
business.
Secondly, their functions and deeds must be
brought into a renewed perspective involving
the total university.
What have they attempted which has
resulted in a satisfactory response from the
Xavier community? Once this has been
answered, an examination of the reasons
behind the favorable acceptance is in line.
Why haven't more of their actions received a
favorable response?

When they have failed we ask the
committees to uncover the reasons for their
failures. How can they correct any faults in
their procedures which hindered their
successful functioning in some instances?
What methods can be employed in order to
avoid mistakes and obstacles in the future?
Many more questions could be brought up
concerning the committees on campus, but
this is not an attempt to analyze every
committee or any committee completely.
The committee's generally good work this
year deserves the praise of the entire
university
community.
Especially
commendable has been the work of the
Campus Life Study Committee. Their work
and recommendations have been in the best
interest of the university.
We recognize the hard work which has been
done by the members of this committee and
others.
The way should be paved for an easy
transition to the next school year.
-TJG

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
.
.
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Give Man More Credit

Improved

Letters
Conservative?
Editor:
Yes, sports fans, "The Big Reed Machine" is still very
much alive and in high gear. Two weeks ago, the Xavier
student body was informed that Mr. Reed and hia staff
had resigned due to the expiration of their term. No so.
Last week, this university was bombarded with what
was, I pray, the final issue to ever be produced by Mr.
Reed. It was, in a way, his last.gasp, journalistic coup.de·
grace.
I refer, of course, to the April 21 edition of Mr. Reed's
magazine - the Xavier News. On the front page, just
south of the mug shots of the new Cincinnati Zoo
exhibits, was a lovely piece sired by Mr. Reed. The second
half of said article concerned the various candidates for
next year's editorship of the Xavier News. The operative
term in that sentence is "concerned"; for Mr. Reed's
urgent concern for me and my personal political views
suggested that either I am a front for the John Birch
Society or that Mr. Reed is suffering from a devil fixation.
I mean, he did everything but superimpose my picture on
a 1933 snapshot of Der Fuehrer leading an army of
Brownshirted thugs. Frankly, what amazes me is that he
did not finish the wrecking job and implicate me in a
sinister plot to start a Xavierian Fourth Reich or say that,
according to "informed sauces", I was caught recently
outside Kuhlman Hall immersed in an orgasmic frenzy of
· book·buming. Or how about a damning (staged) picture
of me up at Brueneman's Dry Cleaners picking up my
freshly-starched Grand Dragon sheets? Or, better still, an
intimate, in-depth story of how I frequently beat Mildred,
our maid, with a Lester Maddox autographed ax handle?
These more imaginative examples surely would have
been. as EQUALLY unethical and infinitely more
successful than the rather poor ones he employed.
Mr. Reed, discussing this journalistic tar·and·
feathering, said to me that "there is no difference
between a Rightist and a Conservative," which is
similiar to announcing that there is no difference
between typhoid and Thphoid Mary. What Mr. Reed so
conveniently overlooks is that · non-knowledgeable
publications such as his are the primary cause of people
equating sincere Conservatives with wild·eyed,
salivating "Rightists."
As far as my letter of application is concerned, the
chi,inging of the title (to the Xavier American) was an
extremely minor point and I emphasized thia strongly to
the members of the Publications Committee during my
interview; an interview that, for JIOme mysterious reason,
Mr. Reed excused himself from. It ia a crying shame he
was not in attendance, though, to hear me apeak of how
my proposed tenure of editorship would be one of
complete "fairness, equality, and common sense." If he
had been there, aa indeed he should have, Mr. Reed would
have retired that evening in bliaaful slumber and dreamt
of· joyous mass marches ·on Washington instead of
nig~tmariah, "aelf·styled Rightist" ogres. Mr. Reed,
conspicuous by hia absence at my interview, desired
instead to maintain hia ill-conceived notions of me and .
my political philosophy intact. He aucceecied. And it is ·
.beCause he succeeded at a) defaming my personal
·reputation,· b) grossly misrepresenting my aims in
applying for the editorship and c) seriously curtailing my
.chances of being appointed to said position - that I
herewith demand a public, printed apology.

Editor:
Editor:
The improvement of Doug Alt the past three years has
I should like to reply to the letter written by David
Thamann in the March 31 issue regarding your refusal to been a beacon in the bleak Xavier athletic scene. Thia past
season Doug was the most consistent player on the court.
carry an advertisement for the R.O.T.C. program.
First, Doug conquered an awful temper that had him
To begin with, an advertisement is not news. In an
advertisement the publishing or speaking agent is paid to down on himself for the least mistake. Then last summer
promote some product, store, idea, etc. One should not he worked on his ball handling and very adequately ran
·
accept money to advocate something he does not believe the 1·3·1 Xavier offense.
in and I praise you for having the courage to not only
Because of circumstances and inexperience of younger
carrry out your beliefs but to announce publically that players Doug Alt had to play two guard positions moat of
you were doing so.
the aeaaon. Doug ia not a driving guard who m&kea hia
Secondly, I resent Mr. Thamann'• remark that to own shots. He muat. however, rank aa one of Xavier'a beat
·
believe in the 'essential goodnesa of all men ia "aainilie." ever pure shooters.
Surely he does not believe Christ waa an asa? I do not
His main value is moving without the ball and getting
believe he learned that at Xavier. If one. refuses to fight open for a paaa and pop - a 15-20 foot jump shot.
r.ertainly in time the enemy will have to stop hia violence
Next season, with added experience ofletterman guards
aloa. Why. continue. to beat someone who does not react or the emergence of someone from the tre.Jinian squad to
with similar behavior? It's the same psychology every penetrate the defense, Doug could show you aome real .outwoman knows and·employs - if you want a man to atop side shooting. (But maybe he'll work on his driving this
teasing and annoying you, simply ignore him. It's no fun summer).
when she doesn't respond appropriately so, sooner or
Peace,
later, he'll get the message and quit. I admit it is a weak
Jack Murray
analogy due to the relative importance of the matters
Former News Sports Editor
Robert L. Heleringer
involved, but it does express my point. Violence does not
accomplish anything. Man can only be convinced of an
idea through reason. Someday there will be no more wars
and men will start solving their problems through
discussion and joint action.
EDITOR·IN-CHIEF .................................. Tom Gush
Why can't we start the process of ending wars by
MANAGING EDITOR ...... ·...................... Mike Madges
refusing to fight and arm. ourselves? Arming oneself
8080 Black Leaf Court.
NEWS EDITOR .................................. Gary Taphorn
indicates that one is willing to fight and man does exhibit
Centerville, Ohio 45459
, SPORT EDITOR .......... ·............................ Bob Hyle
inherent difficulties in resisting temptation.
April 20, 1971
FEATURE EDITOR ............................ John Blanchard
I am writing from my brain and from my heart when I
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR ........................ Greg Boehm
Dear Sir:
say that someday all men will be at peace. Christ
PRODUCTION MANAGER ..................... Sue Heaterberg
Our fifth grade class has
advocated peace and love. Some people have received the
SECRETARY ............................... Colleen McCormick
collected some money to save a
message and are living it. Their influence is gradually
CIRCULATION ................................... Gregory Keer
baby. Do you know of a group
being f felt. Man is learning. Please, Mr. Thamann, give
PHOTOGRAPHER .................................. Mike Ward
that is trying to help mothers
man a little more credit - violence is not a part of his
REPORTERS ....... Butch Eckstrom, Bob Gervasi, R9ck Moran,
save their babies? If so, please
nature. Thank you also to the editor for giving me the
Bill Quinn, Tim Teahan
send us the name and address
opportunity to express my views.
STAFF'............ Debbie Colligan, Jim Gruenwald, Phil Mullin
and
other
information.
Thank
. Sincerely,
MODERATOR ....................................... John Getz
you!
Karen Kluener
BUSINESS MANAGER ............................. Jack Jeffre
Mt. St. Joseph
Yours Truly,
Class of 1972
Special thanks to Gary Reed and Paul McLaughlin
Beth Anglin
for their assistance.
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Rebus- Greg Boehm

NEEDED

Bad Blackness

Anyone
interested · in
contributing to the Xavier News
for the remainder of this. year
and/or next year is asked to come
to the News office in the
University Center. If no one is
present at the office, leave your
name, addreBB, and phone
number; you will be contacted
shortly thereeafter.
Reporters are especially needed.
No writing experience is
necessary although it would help.
Any suggestions or comments
concerning the style, content, or
format of the newspaper are also
welcome.

If the college structure of courses and credits is as
artificial as it is often said to be, then why do we meet the
need for Black awareness by creating more courses? If it
is true that stimulating learning occurs in its purest form
when a student encounters on his own the ideas and
emotions of man, then what good will ao many more
formally prescribed lectul'tlB serve?
It is not t.o the credit of Black Identity that so much
demand has been made for the proper set of courses. If
Black Identity must be spoon fed in some lecture room, if
the dignity of the Black can be simply talked about and
then appreciated, then I say that what some people are
calling Black AwareneBB is as poor as anything else
which is vulgarized and drained by the claaaroom
situation. That kind of so called awareness is just not
worth having. If we really think the critical problems is
to assign more courses, demand more not-taking, and
administer more tests, then our appreciation of what it is
to be Black or White or just Human ia as shallow as the
bigotry that has caused our concern.
If we cannot on our own seek out the stimulation of
Black Literature, if we can not simply go to a library or a
book store and obtain the books, then what makes us
think we are going to be any more responsible after the
big innovation of Black Curriculum? The books are
sitting out there in the world waiting to be read. If you
have to pay a teacher$ 45 a credit hour to tell you, "Here
are the names of the books, and now you have permission
to go obtain them," then Black Identity is a bigger hoax
than the War on Poverty.
College can be a very artificial world. Courses quite
often get in the way of a thourough appreciation of the
subject matter. If we need an introduction to the
literature of the Black Man, then let us recognize it as just
that: an i introduction. The furor that is being incited
over such an introduction, however, is in no way
commensurate with what a classroom situation can
actually accomplish. Black awareneBB and the dignity of
man are never going to be found among dictated notes
and mimeographed tests.

STUDY SOUNDS
1

IMPROVE GRADES
t

wasserman

•

•

"

••

The Sam1 Amount Of Time To Study

USE STUDY SOUNDS

lncre1H Your Concentration And Improve

Your Comprehension. Study At A Faster Rate.

ELECTRONICALLY PRODUCED SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN

&a!S race !ll:raat:

Please Specify

Jewelers for one generation. Yours.

8 Track Tape, Cassette, Or LP Record

Send Check or Money Order -

$9.95 Each

Include 75c Handling and Postage

Sound Concepts, Inc., -

Box 3852

Charlottesville, Va. 22902

ACCOUNTING,\

11

I 1· ,\' ( ! MAJORS

COLLE&E STIENTS
WE HIVE ASUMMER
IPORTUNITY FOR YI

Lt1t us help you:

PLAN AHEAD ...
To Become a CPA
THE BECKE~
CPA REVIEW COURSE
CINCINNATI (513) 381-5300
(513) 426-5087
DAYTON
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OFFERS LUCRATIVE
OPPORTUNITIES TO
STUDENTS WITH FOLLOWING
- QUALIFICATIONS

1. NEAT APPEARANCE
2. UGETS ALONG WITH PEOPLE" PERSONALITY
3. ABILITY TO ACCEPT BRIEF BUT-INTENSIVE TRAINING
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1. HIGH . EARNING CAPABILITY
VARIETY OF PAY PLANS
2. INTERESTING FRIENDLY
CO-WORKERS
3. COMPETITION FOR EUROPEAN VACATIONS AND OTHER VAlUA~LE,::::.PRIZES.
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FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW
CALL ONE WEEK BEFORE
SCHOOL IS OUT
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621-4924 Extension 12 •
Cincinnati, Ohio
585-5191 Extension 12
Louisville, Ky.
•••
464-0384 Extension
Columbus, Ohio
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Cr()wley, Anderso~,Jlope .fOr Well-Inform~~;~t,°'d~nt ~~y
Editor's note. Junior Jim Crowley and Sophomore Mike
Anderson have already been elected Student Body
President. and Vice-President, respectively. Their
platform is. being printed for the benefit of those persons
who did not take the opportunity to read it prior to the
Student Government elections.

This is' a motivated invitation -to you the s~udent, to·
take an active,' responsible, and intelligent part in your
student government. Mike ·Anderson and I pledge to
provide the know-how, hard· work, and personnel to
run an· effective student government, but only if you
are willing to give us the back-bone of your support
any administration.
so sorely needed·
Notice, .we do not make any brash promise~ filfod with
high campaign hopes. We l).elieve in down ._to earth
realism and an abundant amount of optimism. We also
believe most concretely that small deed done are greater
'than great deeds planned.

for

I. ACADEMICS

A. .Admissions requirements strictly upheld and
admissions procedures changed.
B. Core curriculum updated so that a student
does not spend his first year at Xavier relearning what he had just been taught in
high school.
C. A· reduction of Theology and Philosophy
requirements to allow for more courses in
one's major field.

••

STEAKHOUSE

***MINU***
Speclol Cut

III. FINANCE
ALL STUDENT GOVERNMENT MONEY IS
ALLOCATED FROM "YOU" THE STUDENT
BODY - WHERE DO YOU WANT IT
SPENT?
.
A~

· ·Financial Coµimittee open tO any student with
·a suggestiOni ·as to where Jrionetary priorities
lie.
B. ·Published reprirts of ali student government
.fillances;and wbere the. money is being spent.
C. A report by the Business Office of Xavier
University as to "exactly" where your $50.00
general fee is going.
D. If not all, most of the financial statements of
the university should be made know to you the student - so you can see where your
money is going
(Continued on page 12)

NOW,_ On Campus
FAST • LOW COST • HIGH QUALITY

C..I : Crlap Gorden

..... ,

• Sala~
Bowl ,,
fr:-.~~
.

'1''

II. SOCIAL
A. A new dorm policy: mor~ social affairs within
the dorm; an extension of the current inter.visitation policy implementing the recently
published Kuhlman Hall proposal; and better
lounges and study facilities ..
B. Tlte social chairman providing a brief social
· calendar at the beginning of each semester.
.C. A continuing rapport with the student body
concern~ng all facets of social life.
1). Referendums issued periodically by the
social .committee polling students on

what they want.
2) A continuation of the "big name" concerts, not just limited to the major weekends with more of the student body's voice
heard in the selection of these groups.·.
· 3) Re-investigation into the dying "bar
on campus" issue. The grill is insufficient
because of its early closing hours.
D. An updated, correct and expanded school and
student directory.

L..,.#>RO >·Film Developing

Cliar·~rolled

• Sirloin Steak
• ld•h."' Eaked Potato

Freie•
hrllc loll

D. A library ·'with permanently extended :hours
and a more proportional distribution of
educationat' materials among the various
departments.
E. A greater number of seminars and courses
on a pass-fail basis in both upper and lower
divisions.
F. Teacher evaluations more adequately compiled to be published and· made available to
all members of the Xavier Community.
1) Investigation . into the Tenure system
2) .Greater emphasis on the student's ability
to judge faculty competency.
G. Academic C.ommittee open to any student with
a problem c'oncerning a professor or department not abled to be handled within the
department itself.

.

at the

BOOK STORE

MONFORT HEIGHTS
•· 111• 1r Chvlet Ml.

ROSELAWN
711.0 ..........

CHEllY GROYI

1167 1m•m111t Avt.

WOODLAWN

.

10lff Strlnllel• Pike

Cut out and save this ad:

Don't

CallYour
Travel
Agent!

When you want the most
charters available for
Summer 1971, Call
212-697-3054
As a student at this
college, YOU may be
eligible for our low, low
cost fares. Flighfs from
New York to all major
European Cities.
Weekly departures.
Flights under the auspices
of World Student
Government Organization.
Send coupon •.• call, write
or visit.
·

·i---------------------------,
I W.S.G.O. please send:
• C/a
I
1

I·
I.

0 Travel bulletins.

O Application for International
Student 1.D.

Name-------Address, _ _ _ _ _ __
Citv-------State
Zip._ _ __
Schoo1-------

Ch•rter A Group

Tr•vel Specl•ll•ts

80 bat 42nd Street
New York 10017
C•ll <212) 697·3054

----------------------------'

KODACOLOR DEVELOPING
and 12 PRINTS-

s i~a~

Reg. $2.97

LOW PRICES ON .OTHER SIZES
AND TYPES - SE.E PRICES BELOW
PAY ONLY.FOR PRINrABLE NEGATIVES

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER •••• these special
low prices good through June 15, to Introduce
you ·to • new service at the Xavier Book Store.

------·------'
.

75C

SAVE
ON
FILM
AND

FLASHES
TOOi

I

SAVl

.

I

I o~~::':S,~:~or I

COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY

FILM FOR DEVELOPING.

·

1

I

SAVE
75C

I

SPECIAL COLLEGE OFFER ·1 °~.=~~:~or
1~ ~d!_ri~u_:.1 Satisfaction ~ 00% guaranteed· L ~d~·~_I.
Regul•r
· Low Price
12 Exp. Kodacolor........ $2.97
leH •.75
20 Exp. Kodacolor . . . . . . . .
4.49
•75
12 Exp. B• W............
1.47
.40
20 Exp. B • W.... .... . .. .
2.19
.40
20 Exp. Slides............
1.79
.40
8 mm. Super 8 movies....
1.79
.40

~
I - .siVE40C
I
on black•
develop- I
I white
ing and prlnta I .

(add 4Yz% Sales Tax)
Your prints wlll be back In
11ore In 24 to 48 hours.
Credit for unprinted n...tlvn

You P•v
Only
•2.22
3.74
1.07
1.79

1.39
·1,39

r-SAVE- -1
I On ~~~es. I
I 8 or Super-8

---- ----- ---CLIP THIS COUPON

I

Movies

I
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Play Review

·One reason Piedmont's
so easy to take:
Our fleet is all jet-powered-great new
propjets and 737 fonjets! Another reason is
our Youth Fore-that lets you reserve a seat,
save about 20%, and travel anytime. Also,
our Weekend-Plus Plon:--thot stretches your
· fun and your funds. So see your travel agent,
or coll Piedmont.

We've put regional service on o new plone

....

................-:....

trendsetter
. . . the shop for the fast
moving guy who sets the
action style of today.
Skinny ribs, tanks and body

__._.

The Trial Of· The. Catonsville Nine
by BILL QUINN
The Xavier Univenity Players'
In genera), conaiderins the
decilion to present ''The Trial of obetacle, the company did
the Catonaville Nine" impoaecl on . exceptionally well. Too often
themeelvee many handicaps 811 Berriaran tried . IO hard to "eay
well 811 many opportunities to 10methin1" that he arrived at the
experiment. Fint, it u. .obvious state of "dramatic hernia". Thoee
that Daniel Berriaran livee a acton who avoided thu., without
better drama than he write& Aa a limply diaplayiq their taJenta of
"play" (whatever that ie), "The memorization, did · the beet job.
Trial of the Catonaville Nine" ia Particularly good interpretatiou
terrible, although it could be were performed by · Charlie
c0naiderecl a fair homily or an Webeter &II Tom Lewill, Gar
excellent theatric variation on the McGurk u Georp Miache, Tim ·
pamphlet. Undentandably, the McNemy u attomey for the
play's point of view u. biued; thU. defenee, and Rick Holben as Fr.
does not mean Berriian's script u. Tom Melville. The rest of the
mere propaganda, but licenaed actors offered more than
prejud.ce often
paralyzes adequate performances with less ·
adequate
lines.
believable dramatic conflict and than
breeds doggrel. Futhermore, Unfortunately, Al McLaughlin's
Berrigan'& occasional attempts at haltin1 recitation in the role of
interjecting the sardonic often Phil Berrrigan, S.K., gave tlie ·
produces only a mildsort of ho- play a dubious start but · he
hum satire that, at best, earns a recovered as well as well u
knowing
snicker
of poSBible. Dana Dreidame as
acknowledgem~nt from the Margorie Melville fell into the
audience.
trap of overacting Berrigan'& .
Otto kvapil's direction showed overstated lines; she may be
careful consideration and guilty, but cannot be conliderecl
• consist.ency. The few instances of culpable.
Greg
Hudson's
sloppiness in presentation may performance as the judge was
be attributed to the time dilemma excel~ent; unfortunately, it may
in preparation and hopefully will have been too good. Berrigan, I ·
disappear in the performaces for believe, wished to present an
this Friday,· Saturday, and overly legalistic pharisee, a dolt
Sunday. ''The Trial of the concerning the "higher law." ·
Catonsville Nine", I feel, would Hudson, however, is able to
have bombed on a proscenium or achieve a good deal of sympathy
, a thrust stage, 80 perhaps of for a man attempting to perform
necessity Kvapil used the a job, understand, and be
"Arena". But much credit is due understood. The reciprocal
to his clever staging which made reaction in the play is a strain of
the presentation, if not great, at dottishness on the character of
least interesting. The net result of Dan Berrigan. Yet, Tom Witt.e's
author and direction challenged performance is quite good,
the X.U. Players to perform a sort capturing the fervent enthisiasm
of expressionistic morality play, of a man who can override any
based on court transcripts, opJ)osition with "so be it".
striving for allegory-no simple
Then, there are Shirley Brown,
task.·
Mary
Therese
Baehner,

shirts move with denims,
two tones or dune buggy
slacks to take command
of the lean look.
Trendsetter, at
Shillito's with everything you need to
come through looking smooth.

shillito·s
budget
stores··

·;

·consider-

the

source
The first
malt liquor
good enough
to be called

BUDWEISER""

Marperlte Bourpoia, and Diane
Then, there are Shirley Brown,
Mary
Therese
Baehner,
Marperite 8oU1'1eois, and Diane
Dahlen'bers W~!'.P!~. ~~- ro!• of
"Juron, ·etc." What they are
suppoeed to do they do well.
Unhappily, what they are
suppoeed to do ia either mere
apolition or the oration of little
editorial footnot.ee that Berrigan
drew from a world survey of
quotable quot.ea. .These 1eme
range from Sophocles to SUtie to
Ho Chi Minh, with occasional
ironic cameos oflerecl by Hitler
and company; Daniel Berrigan
saw fit to enlist hia own services
in the brigade. If I did not eee the
four "Juron, etc." pull it off, I ·
doubt I would have believed it
pouible.
So far, it may seem that I am
trying to say that "The Trial of
the Catonsville Nine" U. a loeer.
Many great plays have been
written concerning trials from the
Aeropagua to Andersonville;
Catonaville does not make it. All
in all, Berrigan'& script ia a loeer.
The X.U. Players, however, did
an extraordinary job at
attempting to prove that I lie. An
undenerving script gained much
credit not only from team acting, .
but from excellent use of sound,
lighting and stage movement as
well. If a play's "theatre" U.
excellent, half the· test is correct,
but a fifty still flunks, if the rest is
blank.
"The Trial of the Catonsville
Nine" should attract two
audiences: those interested in the
"message" and those interested
in theatre who wishes to see the
talents of actors and their
direstor fighting against all odds.
I recommend it to both.
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IF YOU CAN'T.WIN.
BEAT THEM UP
by BUTCH EKSTROM
In New Orleans on Easter
Sunday, a li\'ely fight erupted
between Xa\'ier's Muskies and a
bruising Loyola team.
When the dust had settled and
the fists stopped flailing, it
appeared Xa\'ier had lost on two
counts. Se\'eral team members
had sustained injuries, one quite
serious, and the psychological
aftermath of the battle started the
Muskies on an eight game losing
skid.
The trouble erupted during the
middle of the afternoon contest.
Xavier
pitcher
Dennis
Oberhelman, breezing along with
a secure 5-2 lead, was running to
first on a ground ball.
He was greeted at the bag with
a jabbing tag by Loyola's Willie
Joseph, who had been pulled off
the sack by the throw. There was
no immediate retaliation by the
Muskies.
However, when a Loyola. hitter
Ia.ter grounded to second for the
third out their inning, Muskie
first-sacker Jack Streitmarter
tagged the opposing player with
the same jabbing gusto Joseph
had shown in the top of the
inning.
At this point the battle erupted.
Loyola players charged from
their
bench
and
the
Cincinnatians pured onto the
field.
"I saw them c9ming," said XU

OXFORD APARTMENTS
1005 DANA AVE.
One Bedroom Apartments Now Available For
SUMMER Sessions and FALL and WINTER Semesters
FREE PARKING
SEE
John Shafer, Apartment 22 or Call
961-7956 or 231-2844

AIR CONDITIONED

wire-service and ~ent aro~nd the
country.
Hut on the real question of
psychological aftermath and how
each player accepted the Loyola
incident, opinion is split.
"I don't think there was
anything lasting," injected the
injured Strejtmarter. "Maybe for
one or two games."
"We have a lot of young players
on the team and it probably
affected them
most,"
he
continued. "They kind of look for
the juniors and seniors to pick
things up."

third-baseman Jack -Herbert. "I
will always flinch when I see
other players coming off their
bench."
Herbert, who was heading for
the Xavier sideline, tried to elude
trouble but failed. As Loyola and
the Muskies mixed blows and
disparaging comments, Hebert
saw most of his action or rather
inaction on his back.
"I learned one thing - that's to
wear a helmet in the field," he
joked.
Over at first, Streitmarter was
receiving a serious ankle injury.
He saw no action on the trip after
the Easter contest and was
available for limited duty
starting with last Friday's loss to
Cincinnati.

Jack Herbert, a fall-guy at
Loyola, reflects on the fight and
sees a lasting significance.
According to him, the real
shocking aftermath had not worn
off last weekend.

QUALITY SINCE 1918

Eventually,
Xavier ·lost
Oberhelman's 5-2 lead, dropping
"It definitely did (have lasting
the game by a score of 8-7. The effects),"
he
commented
Muskies then lost six more seriously. "We've been losing.
contest without a victory.
Once a team gets behind it's
easier not to come back."
As happens after most two
team encounters, there is much
Joe Hawk, the Muskie leader,
superficia·l joking and a light· also chose to discuss the team's
hearted attitude toward the losing habit since the Loyola
incident.
game.
Jim Bath, a Muskie hurler,
"I think their go-get-em attitude .
became the recipient of many has been there all the way
barbs when his teammates found .through. They have just as much
out that a southern boy had 'desire as they ever did," the coach
decked him before he got onto the said.
playing field.
. .
·Hawk mused for a short
Several team members were moment on the losing streak. "I
proud of the fact that the fight don't know if they got confused.
story had been nicked uo bv · n I'm not sure if it's attitude or
·
what."

She's going to spend a
Lot of time with her .
Wedding Rings, so give
her Litwin quality.

Litwin Diamond Cutters
114 West 6th ·street

Friday, April 30th
"VELVET UNDERGROUND'~~
.. Dionysus Tuesday
- NO Cover-2011: Beers
.,
'.;t'\: •.
Entertainment By
JO.HNNY SCHOT~ & FRIEN,1?,$

Your mother loves yqu, no matter what.
.

<·

May 5th thru 8th - "ATLANT;ls
Direct Out of Chicago ., ::·

11

•.

May 9th-"VALLEY OF THE C:HILD:
Time Capsule Number One, 1971"
a rock musical
in its national premier
at Reflections·

.

a

Send her BigHug
bouquet right .now,
and make Mother's
Day last long.er. Call
·or stop in, and, we'll take
it from there. Delivered
almost anywhere in
the country. A special
gift. At a special
price. For a special
mother. Yours, $1000

Two shows
. 4:30 & 9:30

Vine at
Calhoun

ROBERT DURBAN, .'42

. ,

ADRIAN FLOWER· SHOP
CLIFTON AVENUE AT LUDLOW
Phone: 861~232

DURBAN'S .GREENHOUSES
"Flowers For All Occasions"
533 McALPIN A VENUE
Phone: 861-7866
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sou
by BUTCH EKSTROM

When the Xavier baseball team
left Cincinnati for the annual
southern swing, things looked
good. The Muskies, posseesors of
a 3-1 record, were ready to take
the South by storm, but then the
roof caved in on XU's travelling
powerhouse.
The team managed to squeeze
out an opening vitory by
outslugging Delta State 15-14 in
Cleveland, Mississippi. Xavier
then proceeded to drop eight
straight games, two after returning home.
The official team record now
stands at 5-9, as Xavier added
another slugfest victory over
Central State, 28-18.
Even though the extended road
trip was a disaster for the ball
club, there were moments of
excitemen.
In an Easter Sunday game at
Loyola of New Orleans, there was
a burising two team brawl which
led to numerous injuries for both
squads. Xavier's most serious
casualty was infielder Jack
Streitmarter who saw no action
on his injured ankle until last
,Friday's loss to Cincinnati.
Upon returning home, Coach
Joe Hawk discussed the multiple
losses sustained by his charges.

RISES FOR XU
"I think we were in every game.
With Mike (Bolger) not able to
pitch and Streitmarter still out
with that bruised tendon its hard
to say," Hawk said.
Although Xavier had lost to
Loyola on the day before the
Easter contest, the · team was
entrapped into losing ways after
the fight.
"It upset the players,"· . the
coach emphasized. "Oberhelman
(the Muskie pitcher) had a 5-2
lead."
Then lightning struck and the
high-spirited, battling Muskies
lost the lead, dropping the game 87.

The Xavier players then lost
two closely fought contests with
Tulane and received an 11-0
drubbing at the hands of
Northeast Louisiana. Leaving
the South, the team dropped in on
Ohio University before arriving
home. The Bobcats dealt the ·
Muskies a 4-0 loss.
"Well, the injuries cost us three
or four games on the trip," noted .
Hawk, continuing his comments.
"Our pitching, except for injuries,
has been as good as you can
expect."
Hawk admitted that much of his
team's trouble is the lack of clutch ·
hitting.

SPRING GAME
This ::Saturday the Xav1e1
· football team puts on its annual
Blue-White Spring Scrimmage
game.·
After a 1-9 season it is hard to
get any enthusiasm up for a
scrimmage but Coach Dick Selcer
!s out trying to sell his program.
Selcer said, "The offense is a
little behind the defense, but the
quarterbacks are throwing the
ball· better and we have better
speed in the backfield."
"This year's team has a great
amount of individual confidence
and faith and we're trying to keep
building consistencv ."

,

!

.
j

:j

;,
.,
.·

COACH DICK SELCER

"Our hitting has been good
though,'" he said. "We haven't
been outhit in more than two or
three games."
Before the U.C. game, Hawk
spoke seriously on the tOpic of the
Loyola fight and the losing
streak, "of course I don't feel like
laughing about it." .
"I caught them loafing once at
Northeast Louisiana and I told
them about it. They came out of it
right now," he said emphatically.
"We have no 'I don't cares' but
it is ~ard to overcome losing."
Xavier's streak of losses was
lengthened last weekend when
they dropped a home decision tfl
U.C.'s Bearcats, 3-1.
The two teams, each desiring
the coveted victory over its crosstown opponents, dueled to a
scoreless tie until the bottom of
the sixth.
At that point, the Muskies drew
first blood by combining a walk, a
sacrifice, an error, and a Mark
Knetlin sacrifice fly for their only
run.
Cincinnati responded with
three tallies in their half of the
seventh.
Mike Schaefer began things
with a triple to right. The
Bearcats then put together a
single, scoring Schaefer, a walk,
and a sacrifice bunt. Bob Stoll,
the U.C. bunter reaches base
safely as the Muskies pulled a
fielding miscue on an attempted
double-play.
Bearcat coach Glen Sample
then pulled a bit of strategy,
insering little-used Paul Collett as
a pinch hitter.
.
"The coach thinks he can .hit,"
said one u.c. rooter disgruntled
over Sample's selection.
But the move proved fruitful as
Collette stepped to the plate and
sent a liner into the outfield,
producing tow runs and securing
the victory.
In the botton of the seventh the
Muskies showed a slight flourish,
getting two runners on base.
However, the rally ended as Don
Jostworth bounced into a fielder's
choice.

Record at 8-2

NETTERS'WIN EIGHT IN ROW
by TIM TEAHAN
Xavier University's Tennis
Team has been making quite a
name for itself, having run up a
series of eight straight victories, a
team record.
The most recent of these wins
ca.me last Saturday against the
University of Dayton, as the
Muskies defeated the Flyers 5-4.
The Muskies ' standing 8-2 on
the season, won the first four
single matches behind the
outstanding play of Robby
Thomas and Joe Kramer.
Coach Jim Brockhoff has
concentrated on building his
squad on local talent. AU but one
of his charges are from the
Greater Cincinnati area.
The biggest asset to Xavier's
net squad is experience. Thomas,
a freshman from Bellvue, Ky.
High, is a former state age-group
champion. He holds the No. 1
ranking in· Northem Kentucky
junior ranks.
Mike Montgomery and Lenord
Brocki, both freshmen from Elder
Hih, were quarter-finalist& in the
Ohio prep tournament• at
Columbus lut year. Montgomery
holda a 5-4 ainglea record while
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Brocki has a 7-2 slate. The
abscense of Joe Kramer, the No. 2
singles player and senior cocaptain is the reason Brockhoff
·explains the two back-to· back
defeats at the beginning of the
campaign. Kramer was .away for
Army Reserve duty, but the
netters have rebounded from
those
early
setbacks

exceptionalJr_w~IL
. . . . . . . . :·
. . · ...

Another record is the fact that
his is the fourth straight year the
team has a chance to break into
double-figures in the win column.
"We've got a very strong chance
of at least winning 13 or 14.'' said
Brockhoff.
"Our biggest matches are·
coming up on May 7 and 8,"
continued the veteran coach. "We
play Miami (0.) on the 7th and .
Marshall on the 8th."

>'

1.i:

c·.

.. ·'

· · · •··

photolP'BPh by MIKE WARD

XU tennia player in action in a ...-ee;.,t ••me.

pboto...aph by MIKE.WARD

The Muaketeera take on UC in a home game last Friday.
Xavier University won a
slugfest over Central State last
Saturday, 28-18. The Muskies
belted out 22 hits, scoring eight
runs in the 5th inning. Catcher
John Martino hit a home run for
the Muskies.
Sunday the Baseball squad
eked out an 8-7 victory over the
University od Dayton.
The Muskies pulled ahead in
the second inning with two runs
and added two more in the 4th to
make the score 4-3 Dayton
scoring one run in the second,
third and fourth innings. Dayton
tallied again in the 6th, tieing the
contest, 4-4, going into the
seventh innin~.

The Flyers exploded for seven
runs in tht!h' half of the seventh,
but the Muskies matched
Dayton's output and again tied
the score 7-7.
Dayton failed to get on the
scoreboard in the ninth, but with
two outs in Xavier's half of the
last inning, Dave Dempsey hit a
bases-empty home run tO break
the tie and give the Muskies the
victory.
Xavier now holds a 6-9 record,
after winning 2 out of three over
the weekend. The Muskies face
Thomas More tomorrow here, the ..
game starting at 3:30 p.m.

XAVIER UNIVERSITY BA-SKETBALL SCHEDULE - 1971·72
Wed.
Mon.
Sat.
Mon.
Sat.
Wed.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Tues.
Wed.

Dec. 28
Dec. 29

Set.
Mon.
Thurs.
Tues.
Set.
Set.
Mon.
Wed.
Wed.
Sat.
Wed.
Sat.
Wed.
Wed.
Sat.
Mon.
Sat.
Mon.

Jan:
Jen.
Jen.
Jen.
Jen.
Jen.
Jen.
Jen.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar:

I

6
11
13
18
22

I

3
6
11
15
22
24

26
2
5

9
12

16
23

26
28
4
6

Kansas University
Union College
University of Dayton
Old Dominion College
Auburn University
Brown University

Lawrence, Kansas
X.U. Fieldhouse
Dayton, Ohio
X. U. Fieldliou""
Auburn, Alabama
X.U. Fieldhouse

Charleston, S.C.
Palmetto Classic
(U. of Virl!inia.Citedel-U.S. Air Force-Xavier)
X.U. Fieldhouse
Yale University
X.U. Fieldhou11e
Marien College
X.U. Fieldhou11e
Thomes More College
Olean, New York
St. Bonaventure University
X.U. Fieldhouae
Villanova University
X.U. Fieldhouae
University of Detroit
Pitteburgh, Pa.
Duquesne University
Philadelphia, Pe.
St. Jo11eph's College'(Pe.)
X.U. Fieldhouse
Univ. of Wisconsin (Milwaukee Drench)
X.U. Fieldhouee
University of Dayton
Milwaukee, Wisc.
Marquette University
Detroit, Mich.
University of Detroit
Cincinnati Gardens
University of Cincinnati
Oxford, Ohio
Miami University
X.U. Fieldhouse
De Paul University
X.U. Fieldhouse
Marquette University
X.U. Fieldhouse
Miami University
X.U. Fieldhou11e
Canisius College

Muskies To Entertain
Villanova, Old Dominion
Games with four teams that
reached the semi-finals of three
national tournaments, participation in the Palmetto Christmas
Classic, and fifteen games in Cincinnati, highlight the 1971-72 Xa·
vier University basketbail schedule announced by Director of
Athletics Jim McCafferty.
The Musketeers will fa~e
Kansas University fourth place
finisher
in
the
NCAA
tournament; Villanova University·
NCAA runner-up; Old Dominion
University, NCAA College Divis·
ion runner-ups; and St. Bonaventure University, third place finisher in the National Invitational
Tou~ament. The Muskies will
meet Vill.anova an~ Old ,Diminion
at Schmidt Memonal Fieldhouse,
and Kanau and St. Bonaventure
on the road.
Xavier will join with the Air
Force Academv. the Univeraitv of

·
Virginia, and host The Citadel in
the Second Annual Palmetto
Classic at . Charleston, South
Carolina. That tournament will
mark the 17th consecutive year
the Musketeers have been invited
to a holiday tournament.
In addition to the above listed
opponents, each to be met ~ne
time, Xavier will play home and
home series with Miami (0.), 1971
Mia·Amencan Conference lJhampions and NCAA participants, the
nation's number two team of last
season and also an NCAA participant, Marquette; NIT entry Dayton, along with the Univeraity
of Detroit!
·
Solo contests will be played
with Southeutem Conference
power Auburn University;
croaatown rival Cincinnati, a
contest slated for the Cincinnati
Garden on Wedneadav Feb. 16:
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DIAMONDS HAVE ALMOST AS MANY
DIFFERENT SHAPES AS GIRLS

OPERATION SECOND CHANCE

THOMAS MORE COLLEGE
Or call:

Box 85 - Covington, Ke°'ntucky 41017
341·5800, ext. 10

Not that a pear shaped girl should have a pear
shaped diamond. But she could. Diamonds are cut in
many different shapes ... round, oval, pear,
marquise, heart and emerald. And we have them all
in brilliant variety. Let us help you choose
your ideal diamond. And your shape will alwaya
be breathtaking.
Ope• • Getz CUrae Acco.• or
- uy
credit e... It Getz
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Gush Appointed Editor
by MIKE MADGES
Tom Gush was notified last
Wednesday by Mr. Roderick
Shearer, Dean of Student Affairs
that he has been appointed editor·
in-chief of the Xa1,1ier News.
When questioned about his
immediate plans, Gush stated
that he will work to improve the
overall content of the paper.. He
enumerated upon this point by
saying that. greater involvement
by a larger and more diverse
number of students would
improve both the reporting and
interpretive aspects of the
newspaper.
In the statement -of his
editorial policy, Gush said
that "controversy will not be
avoided since it plays ran
active part in the university's
interest in 'the newspaper."
Gush believes tha~ such
controversy will lead to more
detailed information and
e.ncourage more analysis of
·the important events on
campus
by
the
entire
university community.
Gush also clarified the role of
the columnist in a student
newspaper by including this
statement: "A column should
carry with it the implied
agreement of the columnist to
discuss and clarify his ideas to
any parties who show interest."
Gush was one of five students
interviewed for the position by
the Publications Committee on

~

I< ·1-- /

PIN• J.ws&;.•Ra
"Raoe A Sixth 7tl'l-US9

an·d 11 othel' flne·Cletz eto.ree througholit th• .,... ·

April 19th. His application and
the applications of the other four
candidates were sent to Shearer
together with the committee's
recommendation.
Shearer
subsequently made his decision
and informed Gush that he was
the editor.
Gush concluded his remarks by
repeating that he hoped more
students would become involved
in the production of the paper.

..................... ,
Analysis of
JFK's Death
The X.U. Student Chapter of
the Association for Compting
Machinery has arranged for Mr.
Richard E. Sprague, President of
Sprague Research & Consulting,
Hartsdale, New York, to speak at
Xavier University on Wednesday,
April 28, 1971, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Terrace Room of the University
Center. The title of Mr. Sprague's
talk is "The Assassination of
President Kennedy
The
Photogrnphic Evidence and
Computer Analysis of All
Evidence." Included in the
program is the showing of the
Zapruder film, an amateur movie,
and 150 pictures taken at the time
of the incident. For further
information about this talk
contact Tom Wood (853-3657) or
Mr. James Delaney (853-3610).

Crowley, Anderson
(Continued from page 8)

Mike Anderson and myself
would like to thank you for your
time in reading and evaluating
our ideas. We hope that these
"motivations for progress," not
just mere
"promises
for
prominence," will stir you to
actively
respond.
Student
government at Xavier can only
function properly if the student
body is behind it. Through the
totally new communication lines
to you from every facet of student
government we will strive to set
up if elected, we hope you will
respond by stating your views in
any and every field of student
government. Whatever the
outcome of this election, we hope
you - the student body - will
strive by your ideas and criticiam
to make Xavier'a Student

(

Government the true dynamic
moving body it can be with you
behind it. Everyone speaks of the
Jack of power student government
possesses. We feel ihat if you are
informed of every function and
issue in student govemme;1t,
will become a body of people with
a definite drive. A well-informed
student body, with student
government as its leader, can
possess a lot more power than a
mere group of individuals with no
eommon drive. Instead of a small
group of people that merely speak
their views but claim they
represent you, we will strive to
make
Xavier's
Student
Government a group of well·
qualified individuals that will
truly represent the atudent body;
namely, YOU.

we

Experimental Community
There will be an informal picnic
for all members of the Experimental Academic Community at
The Villa on May 2 at 4:00 p.m.
The purpose of this gathering is
to allow the members of the
Community to meet one another

and to casually discuss the plans
of the Experimental Academic
Community.
Ors. Fortin, Hedeen, and Jones,
together with their families, will
be present for this event.
Refreshments will be served.

